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DESCRIPTION

METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER READABLE MEDIA FOR

FACILITATING IN-STORE OR NEAR-STORE ORDERING AND PAYMENT

OF GOODS AND SERVICES THROUGH A SINGLE-TAP OF A NEAR

FIELD COMMUNICATION (NFC) DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/359,122, filed June 28, 2010, the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The subject matter described herein relates to wireless smart devices.

More particularly, the subject matter described herein relates to methods,

systems, and computer readable media for facilitating in-store or near-store

ordering and payment of goods and/or services through a single tap of a near

field communication (NFC) enabled mobile device.

BACKGROUND

Wireless smart devices, such as near field communication (NFC)

enabled devices, are becoming more prevalent in society for replacing

conventional magnetic stripe cards. One advantage of NFC enabled devices

over conventional magnetic stripe cards is that NFC enabled devices are often

integrated within other devices, such as mobile telephones, that have additional

hardware and software that may facilitate the obtaining of product information

or the making of a purchase transaction. For example, NFC enabled devices

may be integrated within mobile telephones, including smart phones, having

hardware and software capable of performing purchase and information

retrieval actions in addition to saving a consumer's preferences. In contrast,

conventional magnetic stripe cards only provide the track 1 and track 2 data

when read by a magnetic stripe reader and are incapable of obtaining or saving

additional information about a product or service or of directing a consumer to

alternate purchase channels.



One particular instance in which it may be desirable to use the enhanced

capabilities of an NFC enabled device is when a consumer wants to place an

order and pay for the order in a single step via a single tap of the NFC enabled

device. This can include using a preselected payment option stored within a

wallet application of device. Currently, the ordering and payment process is a

multi-step process which can be both cumbersome and time consuming. The

consumer must first read the menu-options and decide which option to

purchase. The consumer must then place an order at a cashier station and

pay for the order using traditional payment instruments such as cash, check, or

payment cards. This process is not automated and has many areas for

improvement. In this example, an order may optionally be placed by selecting

a single item and/or multiple items via multiple NFC taps (e.g., tapping on a

smart poster would select more than one meal/item, and then the order could

be placed on the NFC enabled device by selecting a payment option

communicated via device to a backend merchant server).

In another example, to date, consumers do not have an easy

mechanism for saving his or her preferences for further orders using traditional

payment instruments. In many instances, a consumer will visit the same store

and place a repeat order for goods and/or services. Each time, the consumer

must repeat the multi-step ordering and payment procedures. A need exists for

allowing the merchant and/or consumer to save consumer preferences for

future reuse. Traditional payments instruments are not capable of saving

and/or conveying order information.

In a further example, it may be desirable to use the NFC enabled device

communicate a table code to the merchant back end server via a single NFC

tap such that merchant may know which table or location the order should be

delivered to. Currently, traditional payment instruments are not capable of

specifying delivery instructions.

Accordingly, there exists a long felt need for methods, systems, and

computer readable media for facilitating ordering and payment of goods and/or

services through a singie tap of a NFC enabled device, with the option of

saving the consumer's preferences.



SUMMARY

According to one aspect, the subject matter described herein includes

methods, systems, and computer readable media of facilitating ordering and

payment of goods and/or services through a single tap of a near field

communication (NFC) enabled device. In one embodiment, a system is

disclosed and may include a smart poster beatable in an area that is

accessible to a potential consumer of goods or services. The system may

further include a mechanism in or on the smart poster for directing the NFC

enabled device to access a portion of a merchant ordering and payment

system specific to the good or service advertised by the smart poster. The

system may further include a wallet application residing on the NFC enabled

device that upon interfacing with the smart poster downloads, submits, and

pays for an order of the good or service advertised by the smart poster via the

single NFC tap.

As used herein, the terms "wireless smart device" and "NFC enabled

device" may be synonymous and are intended to refer to any device enabled

with NFC, RF communication, or barcode capturing capabilities to interact with

a smart poster with the corresponding technology. In one aspect, wireless

device reader may include a radio frequency (RF) reader. One type of wireless

device that can wirelessly communicate to a wireless smart device reader is an

NFC card or NFC handheld device, including but not limited to a smart phone.

In near field communication, a wireless smart device may communicate with a

wireless transceiver or wireless device reader via inductive coupling of the

reader antenna to the device antenna. The two loop antennas effectively form

a transformer. The reader amplitude-modulates the radio frequency (RF) field

to send information to the device. The device communicates with the

transceiver and/or reader by modulating the loading on the device antenna,

which also modulates the load on the reader antenna. In a wireless smart

device, the NFC handset may enable contactless payment, and a security

element (SE) for ensuring secure transactions may be embedded, provided by

a universal subscriber identity moduie (LiSiM), or provided as an add-on to, for

example, a SD or a jacket. Wireless smart devices may communicate with a

transceiver or wireless device reader using NFC. As used herein, the term



"wireless communication" includes communication conducted at ISO 14443

and ISO 18092 interfaces. These specifications define communication

protocols for wireless smart devices operating in close proximity with a reader

antenna.

The subject matter described herein may be implemented in software, in

combination with hardware or in combination with hardware and firmware. For

example, the subject matter described herein may be implemented in software

executed by a processor. In one exemplary implementation, the subject matter

described herein for facilitating ordering and payment of goods and/or services

through a single tap of a NFC enabled device may be implemented using a

non-transitory computer readable medium to having stored thereon executable

instructions that when executed by the processor of a computer control the

processor to perform steps. Exemplary non-transitory computer readable media

suitable for implementing the subject matter described herein include chip

memory devices or disk memory devices accessible by a processor,

programmable logic devices, and application specific integrated circuits. In

addition, a computer readable medium that implements the subject matter

described herein may be located on a single computing platform or may be

distributed across plural computing platforms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the subject matter described herein will now

be explained with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein like

reference numerals represent like parts, of which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary system

facilitating multiple transactions through a single near field communication

(NFC) tap according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 2 is a block diagram is illustrating the system of Figure 1 for

facilitating the use of NFC enabled device for purchasing goods or services

through a single NFC tap according to an embodiment of the subject matter

described herein;



Figure 3 is a f ow chart illustrating an exemplary process for facilitating

multiple transactions through a single NFC tap according to an embodiment of

the subject matter described herein; and

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary system

facilitating multiple transactions through a single near field communication

(NFC) tap according to another embodiment of the subject matter described

herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present subject matter describes various methods, systems, and

computer readable media that may be utilized to facilitate the use of a wireless

smart device enabled with NFC to order and pay for goods and/or services

without the need for a sales agent and/or a payment register in addition to

saving consumer preferences. The present subject matter may provide a

consumer the opportunity to order goods and/or services via a single near field

communication (NFC) tap using information downloaded and displayed on the

consumer's mobile handset. Order and purchasing information may also be

communicated using any wireless means of communication, such as 4G, 3G,

GSM, GPRS, WiFi, WiMax, and other remote local or remote wireless

communication using information obtained via the single NFC tap. In one

embodiment, consumers may conveniently order and purchase desired goods

or services in a manner that bypasses or obviates the need for a payment

register in a retail location of the merchant (e.g., without having to present the

product or payment at a point of sale register such that interaction with a sales

clerk is unnecessary). At the end of the transaction, the consumer has the

option of saving the order and/or purchase preferences for future reuse.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary system,

generally designated 100 for facilitating the use of wireless smart devices to

purchase products or services according to an embodiment described herein.

Referring to Figure , one exemplary system includes a wireless smart device

such as an NFC enabled mobile device 102 or smart phone, a smart poster

104, and a merchant ordering and payment system 106 also known as

backend server for facilitating in-store or near-store ordering and payment of



goods and/or services through a single tap of NFC enabled device 102. Smart

poster 104 may include any suitable two or three dimensional object that is

beatable in any public place and accessible by potential consumers or

purchasers of goods and/or services. Smart poster 104 may be located inside

and/or near a retail establishment. For example, smart poster 104 may be

located inside a Starbucks® or McDonald's®, for example, on a store wall, dining

table, or other easily accessible location inside the store and may contain menu

data accessible to NFC enabled device 102 via a single NFC tap, the smart

poster 104 facilitating convenient ordering and purchasing options and thereby

allowing consumers the option to bypass the cashier line. In another

embodiment, a smart poster 104 could be located at a mall kiosk or common

area near a retail establishment for ordering and purchasing items in a single

NFC tap at near store locations. NFC enabled device 102 may be used to

purchase in stock and/or out of stock items that may later be shipped to the

consumer's home. Smart poster 104 may advertise goods and/or services. In

one embodiment, smart poster 104 may include a shelf tag, product tag,

product rack, or product label for ordering and purchasing items not in

inventory.

In one embodiment, NFC enabled device 102 may obtain or receive

information regarding the ordering and payment of goods and/or services via

smart poster 104 when interfaced via a single NFC tap. Smart poster 104 may

include a mechanism, such as a wireless transceiver 108 (e.g., a passive smart

tag or circuit) for wirelessly communicating with NFC enabled device 102 via a

single NFC tap, and allowing device 102 to obtain smart tag information

regarding the order and purchase of various products. Such smart tag

information may include information used to submit or place an order for goods,

such as food menu items, a location identifier (e.g., a URI, URL, IP address,

and the like) associated with a backend server in merchant ordering and

payment system 106, and business card information. Business card

information can include the name and address of the store in addition to other

business card details for downloading and saving to NFC enabled device 102

for future reuse. In one embodiment, business card details could include

details characterizing the goods or services provided by the business, such as



food genres, type/genre of clothes (e.g., shoes, male fashion, female fashion,

children fashion, boutique goods, Italian food, Indian food, etc.). In one

embodiment, wireless transceiver 08 residing in or on the smart poster may

direct the wireless smart device to access a portion of merchant ordering and

payment system 106 specific to the good or service advertised by the smart

poster (e.g., portion could include any of management server 118, content

provider server 122, or website 120, Figure 2).

In one embodiment, wireless transceiver 108 includes a passive NFC or

RF tag device (e.g., a smart tag or circuit) that is powered by an interfacing

NFC enabled device 102. For example, after NFC enabled device 102 is

tapped or brought in close proximity with wireless transceiver 108, wireless

transceiver 108 may be activated by obtaining power from the electromagnetic

field generated by NFC enabled device 102. In other embodiments, transceiver

108 may include an active RF tag or reader equipped with its own power

source. Whether passive or active, transceiver 108 is capable of

communicating smart poster content information when NFC enabled device

102 interfaces with smart poster 104. In one embodiment, the smart poster

content information may include a menu item identifier, a content provider code

(CLC), a tag location code (TLC), and a location identifier (e.g., an IP address,

a URL, a URI, and the like) associated with one or more backend servers in the

merchant ordering and payment system 106. In further embodiments, wireless

transceiver 108 may include an NFC or RF antenna and a processor that

executes a product information/purchasing module 110 to direct NFC enabled

device 102 to information (e.g., a website) regarding products or services

available for order and purchase. In one example, wireless transceiver 108

may communicate via an NFC tap a location identifier associated with the

merchant ordering and payment system 106 to NFC enabled device 102.

In one embodiment, where there is no wireless network signal or a

wireless outage, NFC enabled device 102 may read ordering information from

NFC tag device and store the order information. Order information may be

conveyed to an NFC device reader (not shown) to submit and process the

order.



Still referring to Figure 1, device 102 may also receive information

regarding the ordering and payment of goods and/or services via interfacing

with a barcode 114 included on smart poster. NFC enabled device 102 may

include a camera that is used to scan or capture barcode 114 on smart poster

104. Barcode 114 may include a location identifier associated with the

merchant ordering and payment system 106 for ordering and purchasing goods

and/or services. An application of NFC enabled device 102 may read the

barcode captured by the camera and extract the encoded information for

directing the NFC enabled device 102 to merchant's website and/or a backend

server or system 106 location for ordering and purchasing a merchant's goods.

For example, such an application may be configured to read barcodes from

jpeg or other image data captured by the camera. Barcode 114 may direct NFC

enabled device 102 to the location of merchant ordering and payment system

106 using for example, a URL, an IP address, or a URI.

Where wireless transceiver 108 and/or barcode 114 provide a location

identifier associated with the merchant ordering and payment system 106 a

wallet application 116 is configured to contact a specialized server (e.g., a

management server 118 Figure 2) that may access a database that maps

identification numbers to content provider servers to get content data (e.g.,

content provider server 122 in Figure 2). The specialized server may then use

a CLC to contact server 122 to obtain content data associated with the tapped

smart poster 104 menu item.

NFC enabled device 102 may initiate wallet application 116 upon

interfacing with smart poster 104. Wallet application 116 may use a location

identifier (e.g., a URL, URI, or IP address) contained in smart poster 104 to

communicate with system 106 in order to obtain content and display

information (e.g., content and display information for a la carte menu items,

sizes, quantities, etc.) regarding the desired product. A content provider code

received by device 102 from a transceiver of smart poster 104 can be provided

to a backend server in system 106, which in turn may use the CLC to extract

content data from content provider server 122. The content data may include

data corresponding to the specific menu item that was conveyed through the



NFC tap. An OTA provisioning server (Figure 4) may be used to download

content information that is displayed on NFC enabled device 102.

Wallet application 116 may also receive optional store business card

information. As part of the in-store or near-store ordering systems and

methods described herein, when the user or consumer interfaces NFC enabled

device 102 with smart poster 104, the business card of the store may be

downloaded along with the order code, and the user has the option to store the

order with the business card information for future reuse. In one embodiment,

wallet application 116 and web browser 112 may reside in a memory element

115 of NFC enabled device 102. Wallet application 116 may be stored in a

secure memory element of NFC enabled device 102 or in a non-secure

baseband memory without departing from the scope of the present subject

matter.

Wallet application 116 may include a software application (e.g., a midlet

or smart card web server applications) that when executed by a processor in

NFC enabled device 102 manages multiple softcards stored on the mobile

device, such as credit cards, debit cards, electronic loyalty cards, electronic

loyalty reward certificates, electronic coupons, electronic tickets, and the like.

Electronic payment softcards including credit or debit cards may be stored in

any suitable priority or within wallet application 116. For example, the user can

set wallet application 6 such that a Visa® debit card is always used as a first

priority. Or, wallet application 116 may be programmed to use certain

electronic payment softcards in certain situations. For example, wallet

application 116 may be programmed to pay using a Macy's® softcard (e.g., an

electronic software based card stored and displayed via device 102) when in a

Macy's® store. GPS or triangulation methods executed on NFC enabled device

102 could be used to determine when in a certain location, such as a Macy's®

store (e.g., when device 102 is interfaces with a wireless reader in Macy's®).

User preferences can be used to prioritize electronic softcards residing within

wallet application 116. Wallet application 116 may also include an algorithm for

submitting and paying for the order code or information downloaded from smart

poster 104 at merchant ordering and payment system 106. In one

embodiment, wallet application 116 may present the user with the following



options, (i) the option to "Order and Pay", or (ii) the option to "Create and

Submit Order".

In one embodiment, NFC enabled device 102 can tap a predefined order

menu displayed on smart poster 104 and receive information including a

content code, a location identifier associated with merchant ordering and

payment system 106 (e.g., URL, IP address, or URI of a backend server in

system 106) and store business card information. Consumer may interface

NFC enabled device 102 with smart poster 104 to download a menu option

identifier and an associated content provider code for a specific menu option

via the NFC tap to device 102. The "Order and Pay" option may be selected to

wirelessly communicate the order and payment information and phone number

to the merchant ordering and payment system 106 for processing and check

out. The consumer may be notified about payment confirmation via a short

messaging service (SMS) message, a multimedia messaging service (MMS)

message, or via a digital receipt. Wallet application 116 may communicate an

order identification code, user phone number, and payment credentials to

merchant ordering and payment system 106 identified by the URL, IP address,

or URI provided by smart poster 104. Orders can be stored in wallet

application 116 for future reference and submission, which may be

advantageous as consumers will not have to recreate a new offer every time

they enter or are near a store. Also of note, when an order is placed using

predefined payment instruments such as electronic softcards, the payment

process is automated and the merchant ordering and payment system 106 can

send an order confirmation via SMS, MMS, or digital receipt. Thus, consumers

can place and pay for orders without the need to wait in line for a cashier to

handle the offer.

In another embodiment, NFC enabled device 102 can tap to download a

content or order identification code for a la carte menu, specify choices, and

place the order with payment via the single NFC tap. In this embodiment, users

may select the "Create and Submit Order" option on NFC enabled device 102.

For orders that give the consumer the option to specify their preferences, the

user will be able to download the order, create an order based on user

preferences, and submit the order using virtual payment instructions when



directed to system 106. The user has the ability to save the order within wallet

application 16 for future reordering purposes. This is advantageous as orders

can be reused without having to be recreated or reselected. In this

embodiment, the consumer may use NFC enabled device 102 to access

system 106 and specify choices from various menu item choices, sizes, and

details of the product via web browser 112 or wallet application 116. Upon

selection of the "Create and Submit Order" option the consumer is presented

with choices and can make the appropriate menu selections. The menu

selection or order, payment credentials, and the phone number of NFC enabled

device 102 can then be communicated to merchant system 106 for processing.

The order and purchase transaction may be made with an electronic payment

softcard residing in wallet application 116. If no payment option is set, the user

may be prompted to select a payment instrument from the list of payment

instruments available in wallet application 116. Notably, the purchase for the

desired product is conducted in a manner that bypasses (or obviates the need

for) a payment register and/or cashier in a retail location of the merchant (e.g.,

without interacting with a sales clerk and/or without the use a payment register

or point of sale terminal). Also of note, orders can be stored in wallet

application 116 for future reference and submission. This advantageous

simplifies the ordering process thereby saving consumers time. For example,

the consumer may be notified about saved or stored orders previously placed

with a given merchant, the user then has the flexibility to submit the same order

or place a new order. Saved or stored orders may also be modified and

resubmitted with new preferences, for example, a previous order of a

hamburger cooked medium could be changed to medium-well. The new order

can then be saved to NFC enabled device 102.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating system 100 for facilitating the use

of NFC enabled devices for ordering and purchasing goods or services

according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Such

system can be used to store orders and recall the stored orders, including

payment preferences for future reuse. Notably, system 100 can automate the

ordering and payment process and allow orders to be processed without the

need for a cashier and/or point of sale (POS) terminal. Figure 2 includes NFC



enabled device 102 which interfaces smart poster 104 via a single NFC tap.

Smart poster 104 may be located inside a store or near a store supported by a

merchant and/or manufacturer. Smart poster 104 may communicate the URL,

IP address, or identification number of merchant ordering and payment system

106. For example, a user may utilize NFC enabled mobile device 102 to

acquire or "pull" identification data (e.g., URL, IP address, URI, or content data

for a specific menu item) from a passive or active smart tag of smart poster

104. After interfacing with smart poster 103, NFC enabled device 102 may

initiate wallet application 116 that is responsible for transmitting the

identification data and subscriber identification information (e.g., the customer's

NFC enabled mobile device number) to a management server 118 of system

106. For example, wallet application 116 may send the information obtained

from smart poster 104 to management server 118 (e.g., a trigger management

server or content management server) of system 106 to request and pay for the

goods or services, such as menu item(s) advertised by the smart poster.

Although a single management server 118 is shown in Figure 2 to be

connected to a single content provider server 122, network architecture utilizing

additional management servers (e.g., an mTrigger Manager server and an

mContent Manager server produced by ViVOtech, Inc.) and additional content

provider servers may be employed without departing from the scope of the

present subject matter.

In one embodiment, ordering and payment system 106 may include

management server 1 8 that manages NFC enabled devices or tags, a

merchant website 120 that allows consumers to browse and purchase goods or

services offered by the merchant, a content provider server 122 that provides

content based on a content code of tapped goods or services advertised by

smart poster 104, and an SMS gateway 124 (or MMS gateway or WAP) for

providing an electronic receipt or confirmation of the order and purchase. The

order or content may be downloaded to NFC device 102 by management

server 118, which uses smart poster content data from smart poster 104 to

obtain content data from content provider server 122.

In one embodiment, interfacing NFC enabled device 102 with smart

poster 104 associated with a particular merchant allows NFC enabled device



102 to select and ultimately download orders for electronic goods or services

(e.g., predefined menu item(s), a la carte menu items) to NFC enabled device

102 by first communicating a request to management server 118. The request

can include the location of server 118 and optionally a content provider code or

order identifier for the item advertised by smart poster 104. In one

embodiment, management server 118 includes an intelligent server that has

been configured to receive request messages from consumers or subscribers

via direction from smart poster 104. For instance, upon interfacing with smart

poster 104, NFC enabled device 102 may transmit an electronic request

message that provides management server 118 with identification data

associated with the interfaced smart poster 104, order or content identification

data associated with the item advertised by smart poster 104, and subscriber

identification information such as the mobile telephone number. Where a CLC

is provided, management server 118 may use an associated identifier number

or data contained in database 126 to query and obtain the destination IP

address of content provider server 122 containing the content data

advertised/displayed by smart poster 104. A request message may then be

routed from server 118 to the correct content provider server by obtaining the

destination IP address of the content provider server 122 from database 126.

Content provider server 122 may query database 128 to locate and provide the

appropriate content associated with smart poster 104, such as menu item to

mobile device 102.

Although only one content provider server 122 is illustrated in Figure 2 ,

additional content provider servers may be employed without departing from

the scope of the present subject matter. In one embodiment, management

server 118 may be responsible for receiving requests from NFC enabled device

102 and for forwarding each request to an appropriate content provider server.

As used herein, the term "merchant" may include a seller, a retailer, or any

other entity that is in the business of selling goods or providing services. In one

embodiment, content provider server 122 may comprise a backend content

provider server that is associated with a particular merchant such as a retailer,

manufacturer, service provider, or Internet-based store. In one embodiment,

content provider server 122 may include a server that is associated with a



plurality of merchants, manufacturers, companies, and the like. Content

provider server 122 may be configured to associate and extract various

electronic certificate data, such as data corresponding to pre-defined menu

items, a la carte menu items, coupons, promotional data, prepaid cards, loyalty

cards, credit/debit cards, and/or product information from database 128. In one

embodiment, content provider server 122 can query database 128 using, for

example, order or content identification data associated with the item

advertised by smart poster 104 to send the relevant content data (e.g., menu

item, offer, or coupon) to be processed and subsequently passed to SMS

gateway 124 for generating an electronic receipt communicated to NFC

enabled device 102 based upon the mobile telephone number provided to

management server 118. In one embodiment, management server 118 may

forego using SMS gateway 124 and may instead utilize an over-the-air (OTA)

provisioning server (Figure 4) to provide the electronic certificate or digital

receipt to NFC enabled device 102.

Figure 3 is a flow chart illustrating an exemplary process for facilitating

the use of NFC smart devices to purchase goods or services according to an

embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 3, in

step 200, NFC enabled device 102 is interfaced with smart poster 104. Smart

poster may be located in an area accessible by a potential consumer of a good

or service is provided. Smart poster 104 may be disposed within and/or near a

merchant establishment. In one embodiment, smart poster 104 may be located

in any public place. For example, a smart poster selling a DVD could be

located outside a bus station, movie theater, or airport. Upon interfacing NFC

enabled device 102 with smart poster 104, NFC enabled device 102 may be

directed to access a portion of a merchant ordering and payment system

specific to the good or service advertised by the smart poster. The DVD, or any

type of good and/or service, could be ordered, purchased, and shipped via the

single tap using wallet application 116 which contains preselected payment

information and shipping information saved to application 116.

In block 202, an order is downloaded, or requested via wallet software

116 of NFC enabled device 102. NFC enabled device 102 is directed, using a

mechanism in or on smart poster 104, to download an item from a merchant



content provider server 122 specific to the good or service advertised on smart

poster 104. A mechanism, such as barcode 114 or transceiver 108, may direct

NFC enabled device 102 to access a portion of merchant ordering and

payment system 106 specific to the good or service advertised by the smart

poster. In one embodiment, consumer may tap a specific menu option which

downloads the order to NFC enabled device 102 via association of content data

via content provider server 122. This action can prompt wallet software 16 to

execute the "Order and Pay" option. Upon execution of "Order and Pay", the

order and payment information may be sent to system 106 to process the order

and payment. In another embodiment, a consumer may tap to download an a

la carte menu, specify choices, and request and submit the order with payment.

The consumer may select the "Create and Submit Order" option to make

choices, submit the order, payment credentials, and phone number to system

106. Wallet application 116 may be used to access, display, and select the

online product information/content using content provider server 122 orwebsite

120.

In block 204, the consumer may use NFC enabled device 102 to submit

an order for goods or services along with payment credentials and mobile

phone number to merchant ordering system 106. Payment credentials will be

processed by merchant ordering and payment system 106 to pay for the

desired good, and details such as a quantity, color, size, or the like can be

specified using wallet application 116. In one embodiment, one or more of

these characteristics may be associated with the specific URL or IP address

provided by smart poster 104. In other embodiments, one or more

characteristics may be associated with an order identifier obtained from smart

poster 104 and later associated with content provider server 122. For

example, each different size, item, and/or color of the desired product may

each be associated with a unique URL, IP address, order identifier, or shelf tag

managed and processed via management server 118 and later associated

using database 126 with a destination address of server 122 or website 120.

Server 122 can provide content associated with an order identifier. Website

120 can allow a consumer to place an order. Wallet application 116 can be

used to download the order obtained using server 122 or website 120 for a



good or service to NFC enabled device 02 and execute one of the "Order and

Pay" or "Create and Submit Order" options to submit the order and payment

information to the merchant ordering and payment system 106. Wallet

application 116 may be preloaded with one or more payment credentials

including electronic softcards (such as an electronic credit, debit, check,

prepaid or payment or non-payment card) to purchase goods. If no payment

credential is pre-set, the consumer may be prompted to select a payment

instrument from the list of payment instruments in wallet application 116.

Wallet application 116 may also be preloaded with consumer information such

as addresses used for shipping and billing, personal information such as

preferences and others that allows the consumer to complete the purchase

transaction without the use of a payment register.

In block 206, NFC enabled device 102 can receive an electronic

payment receipt based upon the mobile phone number submitted to merchant

ordering and payment system 106. In one aspect, the payment receipt can be

sent via text message via SMS gateway 124. Notably, systems and methods

described herein can be used to purchase the desired good or service in a

manner that bypasses (or obviates the need for) a payment register in a retail

location of the merchant (e.g., without having to interact with a sales agent or

without the use of a payment register or cashier).

As an additional and optional step, the consumer or user has the option

to save and/or store the order in wallet application 116 of NFC enabled device

102 for future reference and submission along with business card information

that may be obtained from smart poster 104. Orders may be also organized

within wallet application 116 based upon business card information such as

business name, food characteristics or genres, store characteristics or genres

(e.g., burgers, fondue, vegan, shoe store, book store, children store, etc.) In

one embodiment, consumers may place new orders from a merchant via wallet

application 116 to execute a previously stored order and payment without

interfacing NFC enabled device 102 with poster 104. In one embodiment,

when placing a new order, the consumer may be notified about the previously

placed and saved order. This would advantageously give the consumer the

flexibility to submit the same order as used the last time, modify the saved



order, or place an entirely new order. In one embodiment, consumer may

choose to modify an existing order and store it as a newly defined order. For

orders that give the consumer the option to specify preferences, the consumer

will be able to download the order, create an order based on consumer

preferences, and submit the order via virtual payment instruments

communicated via wallet application 116.

In the examples described above, purchase transactions using NFC-

enabled subscriber devices are described. In alternate examples, purchase

transactions using other interactive wireless technologies, such as radio

frequency (RF) or barcode (e.g., UPC tags) enabled devices may be facilitated.

In addition, the type of device with the integrated smart technology is not

limited to mobile phones. Also, as described above, the present subject matter

describes scenarios where goods or services may or may not be located at the

consumer's location. When the desired product is not at the consumer's

location, the consumer's billing, shipping, and payment information may be pre-

stored in wallet application 116 and used to facilitate the transaction.

Therefore, after conducting the purchase transaction, wallet application 116

may communicate the stored shipping address to merchant system 106.

Alternatively, the consumer may enter billing and shipping information

manually. When the desired product is present at the consumer's location, the

present subject matter may be utilized by a consumer or merchant for the sake

of convenience. For example, the consumer may simply desire to use the

present subject matter if the consumer requires a prompt purchase transaction

without paying for the goods at a payment terminal/register manned by a sales

clerk (e.g., avoid waiting in line at the cashier) or wishes the product to be

mailed to a designated shipping address (e.g., the consumer has other

shopping destinations and does not wish to carry the product around or does

not want to transport the product home). In scenarios such as these, the

consumer simply needs to tap NFC enabled device 102 to the smart poster 104

in order to obtain URL information related to the merchant system 106. The

merchant system 106 then provides the NFC enabled device 102 with

information associated with the product (e.g., wirelessly via server or website)

and the consumer makes his product and option selections. Once the



consumer makes his purchase as described above, merchant system 106 may

send an electronic payment receipt (e.g., via email or an electronic download

via 3G, 4G, WiFi, etc.) to NFC enabled device 102 and/or to the merchant store

visited by the consumer. Since a legal purchase has been made, the

consumer may carry the purchased product from the store premises. In case

of signal failure or wireless outage, the order and payment stored in wallet

application 116 could be transferred to a wireless device reader, such as a

POS terminal 41 (Figure 4) via an NFC tap.

Figure 4 is a further embodiment illustrating an exemplary system for

facilitating the use of wireless smart devices to purchase products or services.

System may include NFC enabled device 102, smart poster 104, and a

merchant ordering and payment system 106 as previously described. In one

embodiment smart poster 104 includes a menu item 1, 402, a menu item 2,

404, and a menu item 3, 406. Any number of menu items may be displayed

and advertised on smart poster 104. Each menu item may include an NFC tag

for communicating a menu option identifier or CLC associated with the

advertised menu item to device 102. For example, menu item 1, 402 may

include a menu option identifier associated with a menu option for a ham

sandwich. Menu option identifier or CLC may be pulled onto NFC enabled

device 102 from poster 104 via an NFC tap upon interfacing device 102 with

poster 104. The NFC tap may also provide a location identifier associated with

backend merchant ordering and payment system 106. The NFC tap may

transmit the menu option identifier associated with the ham sandwich menu

option from poster 104 to system 106. Content provider server 122 may

associate the menu option identifier or CLC with display content data 410 for

that specific menu item, for example, data associated with a picture and price

corresponding to the advertised ham sandwich. Display content data 4 0 may

be provided to OTA provisioning server 408 which is configured to package the

display content data in a format (e.g., Display data for menu item 1, 412) that

can be displayed by device 102. Display data for menu item 1, 412 may then

be downloaded to NFC device 102. That is, OTA provisioning server 408 may

generate display data that NFC device 102 may be received and processed by

wallet application 116 and presented to user via a screen display. The user



may then confirm and/or modify the order displayed on the screen by pressing

the display, and the wallet application may then send the order to the backend

server or system 06 for processing. In one embodiment, the user may confirm

and/or modify the order displayed on the screen by pressing the display and

then tapping NFC enabled device 102 to a NFC reader, such as POS terminal

415 at the store/restaurant location to complete the transaction. Wallet

application 116 of device 102 may also be used to transmit a preselected

payment to backend ordering and payment system 106 to complete the

transaction and optionally save the transaction for future reuse.

The system illustrated by Figure 4 may further and optionally include a

POS terminal 415 and/or table 414. POS terminal 415 includes a point of sale

terminal which could optionally be tapped to submit an order for display menu

item 1, 412 that has been downloaded onto NFC device 102 and pay for the

item. That is, wallet application 116 may download and/or display an order for

a menu item (as mentioned above), and then interface with POS terminal 415

via a single NFC tap to place and purchase the order. Table 414 may include

an NFC tag 416 which could communicate a table identifier to a server at the

store location or the backend merchant ordering and payment system 106

(which is in communication with the store location). The table identifier could

be processed and associated with the customer's order thereby allowing the

order to be delivered to a specific table or location in a restaurant.

It is understood that various details of the presently disclosed subject

matter may be changed without departing from the scope of the presently

disclosed subject matter. Furthermore, the foregoing description is for the

purpose of illustration only, and not for the purpose of limitation.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

. A system for facilitating in-store or near-store ordering and payment of

goods and/or services through a single tap of a near field

communication (NFC) device, the system comprising:

a smart poster beatable in an area that is accessible to a

potential consumer of goods or services;

a mechanism in or on the smart poster for directing the NFC

enabled device to access a portion of a merchant ordering and payment

system specific to the good or service advertised by the smart poster;

and

a wallet application residing on the NFC enabled device that upon

interfacing with the smart poster downloads, submits, and pays for an

order of the good or service advertised by the smart poster via the single

NFC tap.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the wallet application saves

the order for future reuse.

3. The system of according to claim 2, wherein the wallet application

recalls the saved order.

4 . The system of according to claim 3, wherein the wallet application

modifies the recalled order.

5. The system of according to claim 1, wherein the smart poster

communicates business card details to the NFC enabled device.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the smart poster is located in

a retail establishment.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the smart poster is located on

a wall, table, or other accessible location inside the retail establishment.

8. The system according to claim 1, wherein the smart poster is located

outside a retail establishment.

9. The system according to claim , wherein the wallet application is pre¬

loaded with electronic soficards for payment of the order.



10. The system according to claim 1, wherein the good or service advertised

by the smart poster is shipped to the consumer using an address saved

to wallet application.

11. The system according to claim , wherein the wallet application prompts

the consumer to make choices before submitting the order.

12. The system according to claim 1, wherein the wallet application

interfaces with a point of sale (POS) terminal via a single NFC tap to

place and purchase the order.

13. A method for facilitating in-store or near-store ordering and payment of

goods and/or services through a single tap of a near field

communication (NFC) device, the method comprising:

interfacing a smart poster with the NFC enabled device, the smart

poster locatable in an area that is accessible to a potential consumer of

goods or services;

directing the NFC enabled device to access a portion of a

merchant ordering and payment system specific to the good or service

advertised by the smart poster;

downloading, submitting, and paying for an order of the good or

service advertised by the smart poster to a wallet application residing on

the NFC enabled device via a single NFC tap; and

receiving an electronic receipt of the order.

14. The method according to claim 13, further comprising the step of saving

the order for future reuse.

15. The method of according to claim 14, further comprising the step of

recalling the saved order.

16. The method of according to claim 15, further comprising the steps of

modifying the recalled order and saving the modified order.

17. The method of according to claim 13, further comprising communicating

one or more business card details to the NFC enabled device.

18. The method according to claim 17, further comprising saving the order

for future reuse, and associating the one or more business card details

with the saved order.



19. The method according to claim 13, wherein paying for the order

comprises submitting a preset electronic softcard to merchant ordering

and payment system.

20. The method according to claim 13 , further comprising shipping the order

to the consumer using an address saved to wallet application.

2 1. The method according to claim 13, further comprising making choices

regarding the downloaded order before submitting the order.

22. The method according to claim 13, wherein receiving an electronic

receipt of the order comprises receiving a short messaging service

(SMS) message.

23. The method according to claim 13, wherein receiving an electronic

receipt of the order comprises receiving a multimedia messaging service

(MMS) message.

24. A non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon

comprising computer executable instructions that when executed by a

processor of a computer performs steps comprising:

interfacing a smart poster with the NFC enabled device, the smart

poster beatable in an area that is accessible to a potential consumer of

goods or services;

directing the NFC enabled device to access a portion of a

merchant ordering and payment system specific to the good or service

advertised by the smart poster;

downloading, submitting, and paying for an order of the good or

service advertised by the smart poster to a wallet application residing on

the NFC enabled device via a single NFC tap; and

receiving an electronic receipt of the order.
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